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Learning Quran Online for Kids, A Step by Step Guide

Q

uran learning has been in place for more than 1400 years. It is the last
divine book, which was sent upon the last prophet of Allah, the Holy
Prophet (P.B.U.H). In Muslim countries, normally kids start reading

Quran at the age of around 5 which becomes a stepping stone in their journey
towards becoming a better Muslim. It is an obligation on the elders to teach their
children the Quran. However, if for some reason, a kid did not get a chance to
learn the Quran in childhood, he can learn at any age of his life and there is no
excuse as well. Learning Quran for adults is equally important as it is for kids. You
can learn Quran at any age as the Quran is the sole and true source of perfect
guidance and blessing for mankind. We wish you a great journey for you and your
kids.
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Importance of early childhood Quran learning

I

t is comparatively easier for kids to learn the Quran as compared to adults. There are various
reasons for it. Firstly a child’s mind is fresh like a blank slate and it has more capacity to absorb
information. Compared with an adult, it is more likely to retain information for a longer period.

Secondly learning Quran for adults becomes a challenge as they find more excuses not to pursue.
Adults have more chores to do and hence neglect this important obligation. Online Quran education
comes to the rescue and can aid Quran learning for kids and adults at any point in time. If you need
some motivation on getting your self or your kids to learn Quran here are some:
•

https://learn-quran-kids.com/14-virtues-quran/

•

https://learn-quran-kids.com/14-virtues-quran/virtues-surah-al-mulk/

•

https://learn-quran-kids.com/virtues-reading-surah-al-yaseen/

•

https://learn-quran-kids.com/virtues-reading-surah-al-muzzammil/

•

https://learn-quran-kids.com/virtues-of-reading-ayat-ul-kursi/
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Online Quran Learning – New Trend

O

nline Quran classes are mostly aimed for beginners but can help you take up advanced
courses as well. Online learning also known as e-learning is the outcome of digital
transformation. This transformation has provided a chance for educators and tutors to

teach globally. You can always connect with your tutor online even if he is miles away from you.
Online setup helps reinforce previous learning as well as teach new concepts at your ease. The tutors
have the expertise and can help you progress from beginner level to advance level. Online Quran
learning for kids or adults is also an affordable solution that can save your time.
Though it is difficult to learn the Quran at a later age, it should not stop you from seeking guidance.
Quran’s words work as a potion for a bruised soul and give new hope. Understanding the Quran
becomes easier by learning its translation. It gives you more clarity about Islam. Furthermore,
learning to recite properly can help you spread the word of the Quran in a better way. Online Quran
learning helps students learn faster if he is taking class individually. However, Online Quran classes
can be taken in groups although not as potent as individual 1-1 session. You can choose to attend
solo sessions with the tutor or join a group depending on your personal choice.
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How to start your online Quran learning journey

B

efore actually starting to learn Quran online, you will need to consider a few steps as a
guide. It will help you in a successful Quran learning journey, which will help you become a
better Muslim.

Step 1 – Setting up your computer and place

T

he first need for Online Quran learning for adults or Kids is to have a basic understanding of
using a computer. You should be able to operate a computer, laptop, and communication
software. Skype and Zoom are the software widely used for communication. Skype is mostly

used for online classes. Zoom is normally used where Skype doesn't work which is mostly in Arab
Countries.
If you are not a technical person, you will need to learn the basics of how to use the above-mentioned
software. These software are quite simple to use. All you need to know is how to make/accept a call.
Mostly it will be the Quran teacher who will make the call. The Quran tutor will also share his or her
computer screen. Get some help from your friend or check the online documentation to get some
help.
•

https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/how-to-use-skype/
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https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362033-Getting-Started-on-Windows-and-Mac

As a parent you should setup this up for your kids. Once you have setup the account then the next
step is to find the right place for the class.

Ensure you or your kids sit in a quiet place and there are no distractions. It will improve the overall the
capacity to absorb knowledge and improve the learning performance. For kids its recommended to
setup the computer where parents can monitor them easily. It is seen that with distraction and less
parental control kids waste more time. The sitting place could be your dining or lounge area.
Monitoring is important to ensure kids are not playing or losing focus. With remotely held classes their
tutor has less control over the students.
Parent's help is needed to control kids if they are not cooperating.
Learn more about avoiding top 5 issues in online Quran classes for kids - https://learn-qurankids.com/avoiding-top-5-issues-online-quran-class-kids/
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Step 2 – Finding the best online Quran institute for your kids

F

inding the right Quran academy is easy just some basic keywords like 'Online Quran
Classes', 'Learn Quran Online For Kids' etc.. You should get hundreds of online institutes.
Go through top 10 to 15 of these institutes and engage 2-3 using their online forms which you

think is a good match for your needs. Online Quran institutes comes in different flavors offering
different pricing and courses. Choose the platform which is authentic, economical, trustworthy and
efficient in its services. It will take few trial classes before you can get the best online Quran institute
which serve your needs. Be ready to try a couple before making your mind. Ensure some of the
points below:
●

Decide which course you want to enroll in.

●

Check if the institution provides that course or not. Quran courses range from:
○

Quran recitation (Qaida/Tarteel/Tajweed)

○

Quran translation

○

Qirat

○

Quranic Arabic

○

Tafsir
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Hifz/Memorization.

In addition, you can choose beginner, mid-level or advanced level depending on your
preference. Most of the online Quran institute provide beginning to mid-level classes.
●

You can look at the available time options and choose the best one for you. Many institutes
offer time flexible options and their services are available 24/7. You can select the timing which
suits your routine.

●

Don’t forget to look for the credibility of the institution. One of the few ways is to look at the
testimonials section of the website.

●

You can also select an institute by word of mouth. If one of your fellows has already taken
online classes then you can query their experience and if good enroll the same institution for a
3 days free trial class. It will save you time to find the right option.

You can find more details on how to find the right institute here: https://learn-quran-kids.com/5-tips-tofind-the-best-institute-to-learn-quran-online/

Do 1-2 hour research in finding an online academy
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Step 3 – Engaging with the Online Quran Academy

A

fter selecting an institute, you can talk with their administration and ask them different questions
for clarification. Question you may ask ask are:

•

Where are the teachers located and which languages they can speak?

•

Do you offer discounts? How is the payment made?

•

What will happen if the class is missed?

•

Do you offer any guarantees?

•

Do you schedule the same tutor who took the trial class?

•

What if I don't like the tutor, can you assign another tutor in return?

•

Do you offer female Quran tutors?

Note that only selecting a Quran institute is not enough. You will need to manage your time and
attend the sessions regularly. You will need to complete the given tasks and assignments. Regularity
is the key.

Ask as many questions at this stage
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Step 4 – Choosing the right Quran class time and duration

F

or Kids it is better to choose a class once they have arrived from morning school. Male Adults
can choose evening or morning time as they are busy during office hours. The best time for
ladies is morning time once kids have gone to school. Picking the best time is not rocket

science but ensure the chosen institute are flexible to change class timings with short notice period.
You should also be disciplined in attending the class at the chosen time.
Try not to opt for 2 or 3 days per week class specially for starters as this aids in kids to forget the
topic. This results in more time spent on revising the subject. 2-3 days per week class is good for
students who have already read the complete Quran once. You can start with 5-6 days/week class
and after few months reduce it to 3 days/week.
Hifz/Quran Memorization class must be at least 5 days per week. Each class should be 45 mins
each. Lowering the class time or days will hugely increase the overall time to complete the course. It
can take few months to years to complete the course. Learn more on what factors contribute to
complete the course: https://learn-quran-kids.com/how-long-does-it-take-to-read-quran-for-kids/

Choose the time which is best for you to learn and assign maximum
class duration you can manage
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Step 5 – Know the expected challenges during online sessions

S

ome of you might find online classes more difficult than traditional face-face Quran classes.
Online Quran classes have its own set of challenges which can be avoided by doing some
homework. Learn more here: https://learn-quran-kids.com/top-5-reasons-of-bad-

performance-in-online-quran-classes/
If you are not convinced that online Quran session could help, checkout our blog on how different
Quran learning options weigh:
•

https://learn-quran-kids.com/quran-for-kids-what-are-my-kids-quran-learning-options/

•

https://learn-quran-kids.com/modes-of-learning-quran-for-kids-and-adults/
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Step 6 – Follow a learning Trail

Have a clear learning path helps you in the long learn.
•

Quran Recitation > Quran Translation

•

Quran Recitation > Quran Memorization

•

Quran Recitation > Quran Tafsir

•

Quran Recitation > Arabic Learning
Note: Islamic Education courses can be taken in parallel with Quran Recitation

As you can see Quran recitation course is the pillar as it sets the base for other courses. Once this
course is completed you can easily opt for any of the other course.
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Step 7 – When to switch Quran institute?

C

hoosing the right Quran institute is important as switching again and again frustrates
students. They may be subjected to repeating the topics again or strengthening weak areas
which could be boring for them. Once chosen, you should stick with an institute and give

more time even if it means slow performance. You may opt to switch once certain mile stones are met
e.g. Qaida is completed, Kids can read Quran on their own etc. Switching mid-ways is never
beneficial.
Patience is the key and parents may loose it as they are not finding performance as they had
expected. Ideally there should be no pressure or competition in learning Quran. Instead of putting
pressure, parent should put incentives in front of kids to make it exciting for kids to achieve
milestones. Note that each kid is unique and may take few months to years to learn.

Learning process should be treated as a a journey not a goal
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Who we are and what we offer?

L

earn Quran Kids offers Quran tajweed, translation and memorization courses. These courses
are available for people of all ages. Learn Quran Kids is a online Quran teaching institute
which provides beginners, young generation & adults an easy way to learn Quran from the

comfort of their homes. Learn Quran Kids is founded by a group of people who believe that every
Muslim deserves to read Quran in the correct way.

Our focus is on Tajweed as it defines the basic rules of reading Quran. We provide online Quran
classes of all ages specially kids. Our aim is to make the process of learning Quran both fun as well
as enjoyable so that the kids don’t feel stressed or bored.
•

Founded back in 2014

•

Conducted more than 20000 online Quran learning sessions
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Countries we have taught are: KSA, UK, USA, Canada, Singapore, Srilanka, Australia,
Japan, Dubai, Qatar, Holland, Malaysia and more

•

Our institute is open 24x7x365

•

We have different fee based on courses and students affordability

•

Our tutors can communicate in many languages including English, Arabic & Urdu

•

Have both non-native and native Arabic speaking teachers

•

Also have female Quran teachers

•

Get Money back Guarantee

With our team of tutors, we provide you an enjoyable online learning experience. You can avail our
services 24/7 from the comfort of your home at the time of your choice. Get enrolled today in one of
our packages and take your first step to become a better Muslim.

Start a 3 days free trial 'No obligation':
https://learn-quran-kids.com/free-trial/
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Customer Success
Adil Amad ( KSA )

Kashif Ahmed ( UK )

Sameer ( US )

Learn Quran Kids understands
the requirements of kids who
want to learn the Quran online.
We got the best tutor for our
son. He was kind and taught
our son with love and care.

The team was very helpful, they
worked professionally to find me
a suitable teacher based on my
requirements for my children.

Masha Allah, this is an excellent
service I have received from
learn Quran kids. The teacher
was quite cooperative and was
able to keep up the interest of
my daughter to continue
learning. May Allah bless the
teachers and whoever is
working for this facility.

The teachers are proper
teachers. They can be strict,
they can be accommodating,
but the main thing is they are
professional
teachers,
with
structure to their learning.
The
communication
is
EXCELLENT and the teachers
know how to make your children
learn and work.

Also easy accessibility on
Skype and easy payment
options are other best part of
the
organization.
JazakAllahuKhair.

Umairah ( Canada )

Mr Noman Ahmed ( US )

Mr Yusuf ( Singapore )

The best thing I like about Learn
Quran was the efficient &
professional behavior of the
whole staff. Alhamdulillah!! I
would recommend it to all those
parents who are concerned
about their children learning
Quran in the most relaxed and
comfortable manner without
compromising their busy
schedules.

We found Learn Quran Kids
and were immediately
impressed by the patience and
knowledge of the Quran teacher
teaching our daughter.

During the trial lesson, I was
very impressed with the
qariyah. They are, masha Allah,
very patient and willing to adapt
their speed of teaching
according to my children. Also
as I have 3 children, the Pricing
is very affordable.

My daughter was reading the
Qaida, but in one month she
has began the Quran,
MashaAllah! She is also reading
with proper pronunciation and
Arabic grammar.
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My wife is able to monitor their
progress and teach them
accordingly.

